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Abstract Ground motions in the Los Angeles Basin during large earthquakes are modulated by
earthquake ruptures, path effects into the basin, basin effects, and local site response. We analyzed the
direct effect of shallow basin structures on shaking duration at a period of 2–10 s in the Los Angeles region
through modeling small magnitude, shallow, and deep earthquake pairs. The source depth modulates the
basin response, particularly the shaking duration, and these features are a function of path effect and not
site condition. Three‐dimensional simulations using the CVM‐S4.26.M01 velocity model show good fitting to
the initial portion of the waveforms at periods of 5 s and longer but fail to predict the long shaking
duration during shallow events, especially at periods less than 5 s. Simulations using CVM‐H do not match
the timing of the initial arrivals as well as CVM‐S4.26.M01, and the strong late arrivals in the CVM‐H
simulation travel with an apparent velocity slower than observed. A higher‐quality factor than traditionally
assumed may produce synthetics with longer durations but is unable to accurately match the amplitude and
phase. Beamforming analysis using dense array data further reveals the long duration surface waves have
the same back azimuth as the direct arrivals and are generated at the basin edges, while the later coda waves
are scattered from off‐azimuth directions, potentially due to strong, sharp boundaries offshore. Improving
the description of these shallow basin structures and attenuation model will enhance our capability to
predict long‐period ground motions in basins.

1. Introduction

Understanding the effects of sedimentary basins on ground motion is important in reducing earthquake risk
for many metropolitan areas such as Los Angeles, Seattle, and Tokyo. Poorly consolidated sediments within
the basin amplify groundmotion, which can be severe and localized near basin edges due to strong construc-
tive interference of seismic waves such as those observed during the 1994 Northridge and 1996 Kobe earth-
quakes (Graves et al., 1998; Kawase, 1996). In addition, basin structures can prolong the duration of strong
shaking. Notably, the M 8.11985 Michoacán earthquake, despite occurring more than 450 km away, had an
unusually long duration of long‐period shaking and caused considerable damage and causalities in Mexico
City which is situated on a lake‐bed basin. Kawase and Aki (1989) first suggested the distinction in the
mechanisms on how basins can cause ground motion amplification and long durations by showing that
the prolonged shaking in Mexico City was caused by the interaction of a soft‐surface layer within a deeper
basin (Type‐II basin) beneath the city and not by surface wave reverberation within the basin. Similarly,
within the Los Angeles Basin, Saikia et al. (1994) proposed that the presence of multiple low‐velocity pockets
within the basin can trap and delay the surface seismic waves propagating through them, allowing the seis-
mic energy to appear at a later time and cause prolonged strong shaking. In recent years, other ideas have
been proposed to explain these shaking durations including a combination of basin reflections and moun-
tain refractions (Lee et al., 2008) and surface wave overtones excited at the basin edge (Boué et al., 2016;
Cruz‐Atienza et al., 2016). The high density of stations in Kanto Basin, Japan, allowed Boué et al. (2016)
to use ambient seismic fieldmeasurements to reconstruct the wavefield propagating across the basin, further
highlighting the role of basin edges in exciting higher‐mode surface waves. However, the mechanisms
behind the prolonged shaking durations observed in the Los Angeles Basin remain difficult to investigate
without dense instrumentation to adequately resolve the seismic wavefield.
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The development of high‐resolution three‐dimensional (3‐D) velocity models that include details of sedi-
mentary basin structures, in combination with numerical modeling techniques capable of simulating wave-
forms accurately down to 1 s, allows us to simulate the effects of basin structures on ground motion. For the
Los Angeles Basin, two Southern California Earthquake Center Community VelocityModels (CVMs), which
are CVM‐S4.26.M01 (Lee et al., 2014; referred as CVM‐S hereafter) and CVM‐H 15.1.0 (Shaw et al., 2015;
referred as CVM‐H hereafter), are commonly used in ground motion studies. In CVM‐S, the initial basin
structure is constrained using a rule‐based seismic velocity model, derived primarily from well log data
(Magistrale et al., 1996), in which VP is a function of sediment age and depth. In CVM‐H, basin structures
are determined from sonic logs and seismic reflection profiles collected by the petroleum industry (Süss &
Shaw, 2003), with an added high‐resolution geotechnical layer (GTL) based on VS30 measurements
(Ely et al., 2010) to better describe the upper few hundredmeters. Themodels are further refined using tomo-
graphic inversions with a variety of data sets including earthquakes, ambient noise correlation, seismic
reflection profiles, and receiver functions. Based on these high‐resolution models, ground motion simula-
tions of scenario earthquakes, such as TeraShake (Olsen et al., 2006) and CyberShake (Graves et al., 2011)
runs, can capture the significant influence of basin structure on site amplification and waveguide channel-
ing. In particular, shallow surface rupture from hypothetical M7+ events along the San Andreas Fault can
cause strong ground motion within the greater Los Angeles area highlighting the importance of understand-
ing the effects of shallow structures on ground motion. To validate the accuracy of the CVMs, forward simu-
lations of recorded earthquake events have been performed (Komatitsch et al., 2004; Taborda et al., 2016),
and the models are assessed based on their ability to predict the observed ground motions, with an emphasis
on the ground motion spectral response.

Accurate prediction of ground motion in Los Angeles, particularly for large earthquake scenarios such as a
San Andreas rupture, depends on several important factors including earthquake magnitude and rupture
length, effects of the path into the Los Angeles Basin, and the local basin effects. Several studies (e.g., Day
et al., 2008; Hruby & Beresnev, 2003) focused on the effect of basin depth, yet the effect of earthquake depth
on basin response—ground motion amplitude and duration—remains unclear. Recent studies by Wirth
et al. (2019) and Moschetti et al. (2019) challenged the notion that earthquake source and site response
can be treated independently of each other and showed a strong dependence of earthquake location on basin
amplification at the Seattle and Tacoma basins (Wirth et al., 2019) and Cook Inlet region, Alaska (Moschetti
et al., 2019). Bowden and Tsai (2017) further showed that in basin environments, horizontally traveling sur-
face waves can cause larger site amplification at long period (>1 s) compared to the vertically incident waves,
which have strong implications for shallow earthquakes.

In this study, we find that there are similar source‐dependent basin effects in the Los Angeles Basin: Shallow
earthquakes preferentially amplify ground motion intensity and increase shaking duration at longer periods
(2–10 s). Through studying local, small magnitude earthquakes using numerical simulations and dense
array techniques, we show that improved representation of the shallow basin structures and attenuation
in 3‐D velocity models is key to predicting the long shaking duration.

2. Observations

To study the direct response of earthquake depth on ground motion in basins, we choose three groups of
small earthquakes occurring at the basin edge at different depths (Figure 1 and Table 1). The Beverly
Hills‐Westwood pair and Chino Hills series sample the Los Angeles basin and have moment magnitudes
between 3.2 and 3.9. The Fontana pair is larger in moment magnitude (4.3–4.4) and sample all the major
regional basins including the San Bernardino, San Gabriel, and Los Angeles basins. These events are
recorded by the regional Southern California Seismic Network (SCSN). The Beverly Hills event is also
recorded by a temporary nodal dense array.

The focal mechanisms are constrained using the Cut‐and‐Paste (CAP) moment tensor inversion method
(Zhao & Helmberger, 1994; Zhu & Helmberger, 1996). To determine the best focal depth, we use a grid
search approach that minimizes the waveform misfit. The CAP method has since been updated to allow
for 3‐D Green's functions, which improves the waveform fitting of small magnitude events in the period
range of 5.5 to 12.5 s, especially at stations within the basin (Wang & Zhan, 2020; Zhu & Zhou, 2016). The
depths for the Beverly Hills‐Westwood pair are 1.5 and 9.0 km, respectively, as determined from our grid
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search (supporting information Figure S1), and they are similar to the depths (3.5 and 9.8 km, respectively)
obtained from relocations using waveform cross‐correlation (Hauksson et al., 2012). The focal mechanisms
and depths of the Chino Hills series are obtained from the 3‐D CAP catalog by Wang and Zhan (2020). For
the Fontana pair, we use the moment tensor solutions and depths determined by Lui et al. (2016) which are
used extensively in their study on rapid assessment of earthquake source properties. The earthquake
parameters are listed in Table 1.

Direct comparison of the waveforms recorded by the broadband stations shows that shallow earthquakes
preferentially excite stronger and longer shaking at period 2–10 s in a basin environment. Despite a smaller
magnitude, the shallow Beverly Hills event shows stronger and longer shaking for stations within the Los
Angeles Basin compared to that from the stronger and deeper Westwood event. This contrast in shaking
duration is observed in all components (Figure 2, tangential; Figure S2, radial; and Figure S3, vertical).
For the tangential component of the Beverly Hills event, we observe two prominent wave packets traveling
at an apparent velocity of 1,170 and 740 m/s, with the slower packet having larger amplitude and longer per-
iod signal. The particle motions of the early and later wave packets, measured using the radial and vertical
components (Figure S4), are prograde and retrograde, respectively, which often indicate the excitation of
higher and fundamental‐mode surface waves (Boué et al., 2016; Ma et al., 2016). As the higher‐mode surface
wave is sensitive to greater depths which have higher velocity, it usually travels faster than the fundamental
mode. These wave packets are not observed in the deeper event.

Similarly, we observe that shallow events excite significantly longer and stronger shaking at period 2–10 s in
the Chino Hills series, which share a similar strike‐slip focal mechanism (Figures 3a and S5). The phenom-
enon becomes subdued at larger depths, when the events are located around or deeper than the Los Angeles
basin basement depth (~8.5 km). The phenomenon is path dependent: Stations LAF and STS that are along
the basin profile show an additional ~50 s of shaking but not SDDwhich has a travel path completely outside
the basin (Figure 3b). The phenomenon also occurs at stations with different seismic site classification, a
measure used by the geotechnical and engineering community to predict ground motion intensity based

Figure 1. Map shows the location of earthquakes: the Beverly Hills‐Westwood pair and Chino Hills series, directly
sampling the Los Angeles basin, and the Fontana pair, sampling the San Bernardino, San Gabriel, and Los Angeles
basins. The earthquakes are color coded by their depths. Triangles represent available broadband stations from the
Southern California Seismic Network (CI network code). Stations highlighted in this study are colored in red. The
temporary Santa Fe Springs (SFS) dense array is in orange. The contour lines outline the Los Angeles basin basement
depth at 3, 6, and 8.5 km, estimated from CVMS‐4.26.M01. Red lines delineate known regional faults (Jennings, 1994).
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on geologic and local soil conditions. For the Beverly Hills‐Westwood pair, stations with different site
classifications located at the far end of the basin record similarly long shaking durations for the shallow
earthquakes and not for the deep earthquakes (Figure S6). This points to the role of common basin path
and not individual site effects in the generation of long shaking durations in a basin environment.

The prolonged shaking is also observed for the Fontana pair which sample the three major regional basins
(Figure 4). The similarity in waveform between the M3 aftershocks and associated M4 mainshocks shows
that the elongated shaking seen more prominently in shallow earthquakes is not due to source complexity
but rather the effect of shallow velocity structure. Therefore, understanding the basin response from local

Table 1
The Origin Time, Location, Depth, Moment Magnitude, and Focal Mechanism of the Earthquakes Used in This Study

Event name Origin time Latitude Longitude Depth (km) Moment magnitude (Mw) Strike/rake/dip

Beverly Hills 2012/09/07 T07:03:09.978 34.0660 −118.3983 1.5 3.2 226/−1/80
Westwood 2017/09/19 T06:19:44.368 34.0867 −118.4757 9.0 3.5 85/84/52
Fontana (shallow) 2014/01/15 T09:34:18.868 34.1430 −117.4425 3.5 4.4 44/31/88
Fontana (deep) 2009/01/09 T03:49:46.270 34.1070 −117.3040 15.0 4.3 80/22/70
Chino Hills
10399801 2009/04/23 T23:56:22.440 33.8946 −117.7971 1.0 3.3 40/−8/83
10399889 2009/04/24 T03:27:50.090 33.8987 −117.7954 2.5 3.6 210/19/84
15207433 2012/08/28 T20:30:59.960 33.9057 −117.7919 6.0 3.9 39/−9/88
15164105 2012/06/14 T03:17:15.240 33.9111 −117.7877 7.0 3.8 131/−174/90
14384236 2008/07/29 T20:40:41.170 33.9393 −117.7536 12.5 3.4 312/171/86

Note. The focal mechanisms of the Beverly Hills‐Westwood pair and Fontana pair are determined by the Cut‐and‐Paste method. The focal mechanisms of Chino
Hills series are from the catalog compiled by Wang and Zhan (2020).

Figure 2. Record sections show the tangential velocity data recorded by stations across the Los Angeles basin for the
Beverly Hills (left) and Westwood (right) events. The waveforms are filtered at a period range of 2–10 s and plotted
on a common absolute scale. The waveform amplitudes for the Westwood event are significantly weaker; hence for better
visuals, the waveforms are scaled by a factor of 10 (shown in red). The dashed red lines indicate the arrivals of initial
surface waves and later strong prolonged shaking, traveling at 1,170 and 740 m/s. Similar plots for radial and
vertical velocities are in the supporting information.
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shallow earthquakes will be a useful step toward predicting the ground motions, especially waveguide chan-
neling during shallow ruptures at hypothetical large events along the San Andreas fault, as examined in
TeraShake (Olsen et al., 2006) and CyberShake (Graves et al., 2011) simulations.

3. Results From 3‐D Simulations

Prolonged shaking at periods of 2–5 s can adversely affect tall buildings, bridges, and large‐capacity storage
tanks in the Los Angeles area as it excites their resonant periods (Wald & Graves, 1998). As physics‐based
ground motion simulations are used more routinely in seismic hazard analyses, it is vital to validate the per-
formance of predictions fromwidely used 3‐D velocity models CVM‐H and CVM‐S in terms of predicting the
peak acceleration, peak velocity, and shaking duration. These models are considered to be adequate repre-
sentations of the subsurface structure for at least periods longer than 5 s (Taborda et al., 2016). We focus on
modeling the Beverly Hills earthquake as the event is recorded by both broadband and dense nodal arrays
and its travel path across the Los Angeles Basin—the edges and shape—is better described due to extensive
borehole, seismic reflection, and geologic investigations (e.g., Magistrale et al., 1996; Shaw et al., 2015;
Wright, 1991). The small magnitude of the earthquake means it can be treated as a point source for the per-
iod range we are investigating.

Using the 3‐D finite difference method (Graves, 1996), synthetics accurate up to 1 s period are generated for
the 3‐D models with a minimum shear wave velocity (VS) set at 500 m/s and with a 100 m grid spacing.
Anelastic attenuation is modeled using the relations QS = 50VS (for VS in km/s) and QP = 2QS, which are
used in previous simulation (e.g., Graves & Pitarka, 2010). Assigning the quality factor (QS) to be a function
of shear velocity allows the basin, which generally has lower VS, to have lower QS due to the presence of
unconsolidated material (Hauksson & Shearer, 2006).

Figure 3. (a) Record sections show the tangential velocity data recorded by stations in the Los Angeles basin for the
Chino Hills Events 10399889 at 2.5 km depth (left) and 14384236 at 12.5 km (right). The waveforms are filtered at
period 2–10 s, and the amplitudes are scaled using Station SRN. The dashed lines indicate wave packets traveling at
1,170 and 740 m/s, as shown in Figure 2. The record sections for all the events are in the supporting information.
(b) Figure shows tangential velocity waveforms recorded at Stations LAF, STS, and SDD amplitudes for all the Chino Hill
events. The waveforms are filtered at a period range of 2–10 s, and the amplitudes are scaled by the amplitude at the
deepest event (12.5 km). Stations LAF and STS are located near Los Angeles basin, and SDD is to the south, with a
travel path completely outside the basin (see exact locations in Figure 1).
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The 3‐D simulation results highlight the performance differences of the two CVMs and the underprediction
of shaking duration during the shallow events (Figure 5). For the Beverly Hills event, the CVM‐S model fits
the initial portion of the waveform shape better than CVM‐H, in terms of absolute amplitude and period
(Figure 5). However, neither model can reproduce the later arriving phases at periods of 2–10 s
(Figure 5b). Similarly, the CVM‐S model performs better by fitting the first several tens of seconds at periods
of 2–10 s for the Fontana pair (Figure S7) and Chino Hills series (Figure S8). This model also reproduces the
unusually large ground motions such as Station RUS, which is located in the Whittier Narrows region
between the San Gabriel and Los Angeles basins (Figure S7) but does not predict the long shaking duration
for most stations within the Los Angeles basin. For the deep Westwood event, which does not exhibit long
shaking duration, the CVM‐S model is able to fit most of the waveforms over both period ranges.

For CVM‐H, the synthetics generally have a poorer waveform fit to the data even at periods of 5–10 s
(Figures S9–S11). However, the synthetics contain some late‐arriving wave packets (e.g., LTP in Figure 5)
which suggests that CVM‐H has the appropriate structural configuration to produce late arrivals although
the average near‐surface velocities are likely too low. Overall, these results are consistent with Taborda
et al. (2016) who performed simulations for 30 moderate local events and found that CVM‐S produces a con-
sistently higher score based on the goodness‐of‐fit criteria slightly modified from Anderson (2004) compared
to CVM‐H at longer periods.

Several factors may contribute to the underprediction of the long duration shaking in our simulations,
including the relatively high minimum shear wave velocity in the velocity model and incorrect estimation
of event depth. Our test results using the Beverly Hills event in Figure 6 show that these factors do not appear
to significantly impact the waveforms or the duration in the period range 2–10 s. Lowering the minimum
shear wave velocity of the simulation model from 500 to 250 m/s and using a small grid size of 50 m

Figure 4. Record sections show the tangential velocity data for the Fontana pair (in black) and their respective M3
aftershocks (in red and scaled with a constant). The waveforms are filtered at a period range of 2–10 s. The station
profile is approximately east to west, sampling the San Bernardino, San Gabriel, and Los Angeles basins across the
Whittier Narrows (near RUS).
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instead of 100 m reduce the velocity of the shallow‐most layers within the basin. However, this
implementation produces no significant impact in terms of generating the long duration shaking. Putting
the source at a shallower depth (0.5 km instead of 1.5 km) increases the sensitivity to the low velocity
shallow layers and thus increases the overall waveform amplitude; but the synthetics overpredict the
amplitude of the initial arrivals and, again, do not reproduce the late strong shaking. To ensure the
waveform difference is not related to the difference in source mechanism between the Beverly
Hills‐Westwood pair, we also ran a simulation using a reverse source mechanism (i.e., the same as the
Westwood event) and found that it has minimal impact on the waveforms and does not produce the long
duration shaking.

Figure 5. Record sections show the comparison between tangential velocity data (in black) for the Beverly Hills‐Westwood pair and the 3‐D synthetics (in red)
generated from Model CVM‐S.4.26.M01 (left and right columns) and CVM‐H (middle column). The waveforms are filtered at two different period ranges, 5–10 s
(a) and 2–10 s (b). Each section is plotted on a common amplitude scale. The waveforms for the deep event (right column) are multiplied by a factor of 5 as
the amplitude is weaker. For visual clarity, the waveforms in the gray box are scaled versions of waveforms at Stations USC (top), BHP (middle), and LCG
(bottom). The 3‐D synthetics are generated using an attenuation scaling of QS = 50VS. Record section of CVM‐H synthetics for the Westwood event
is in the supporting information.
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We ran simulations for the Fontana earthquake pair considering other factors such as removing the
near‐surface GTL at the top 350 m and possible contributions of small‐scale stochastic velocity perturbations
(Figure S12). For the simulation without the near‐surface low‐velocity GTL at the top 350 m, the waveform
fits for certain stations like PSR and RUS worsen, but for stations like USC and LCG, they are mildly
improved. However, there is little effect on the durations of the motions for the shallow source. Adding sto-
chastic perturbations to the velocity structure (e.g., Graves & Pitarka, 2016) can promote scattering, which
may increase the shaking duration, but we observe that this does not significantly improve the fitting at this
period range.

On the other hand, we find that the choice of anelastic attenuation factors has a strong impact on the mod-
eled duration. With stronger attenuation, energy at shorter periods (<5 s) decays more rapidly with time. Lin

Figure 6. Record sections show the comparison between the tangential velocity data from the Beverly Hills event (black) and the 3‐D synthetics generated from
CVM‐S.4.26.M01 (red) using three different settings: choosing a reverse source mechanism instead of strike‐slip (left), setting the source depth at 0.5 km instead of
1.5 km (middle), and using a velocity model with minimum velocity set at 250 m/s instead of 500 m/s. Waveforms are filtered at (a) 5–10 s and (b) 2–10 s
and plotted in absolute amplitude. For visual clarity, the waveforms in the gray box are scaled versions of waveforms at Stations USC (top), BHP (middle),
and LCG (bottom). The synthetics are generated using an attenuation scaling of QS = 50 VS.
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and Jordan (2018) suggested that the attenuation scaling (QS = 50 VS) used in earthquake simulations are
four times weaker than observed in t* measurements by Hauksson and Shearer (2006) for frequencies of
2–30 Hz. When weaker attenuation scaling is used (QS = 200 VS), we observed that more energy is
preserved, and waveform fitting especially for the earlier wave packet has improved (Figure 7). At 5–10 s,
the weaker attenuation improves the fit to the later arrivals produced by CVM‐S (e.g., Station LLS) but
significantly overestimates the amplitude of the later arrivals for CVM‐H. At 2–10 s, both models produce

Figure 7. Record sections show the comparison between tangential velocity data (in black) for the Beverly Hills event
and 3‐D synthetics (in red) generated from Model CVM‐S.4.26.M01 (left column) and CVM‐H (right column). The
waveforms are filtered at a period range 5–10 s (top row) and 2–10 s (bottom row). The 3‐D synthetics are generated using
a weaker attenuation scaling of QS = 200 VS. For visual clarity, the waveforms in the gray box are scaled versions of
waveforms at Stations USC (top), BHP (middle), and LCG (bottom).
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some late arriving waves; however, neither model is able to adequately match the amplitude or phasing of
the observed waveforms. A comparison of QS with different scaling factors (50 VS, 100 VS, and 200 VS) for
CVM‐S are shown in Figure S13. In this study, we do not prescribe the best fitting attenuation model but
rather simply point out that the choice of attenuation model has a strong effect in modulating shaking
duration for shallow sources, possibly allowing better fits to the waveform data.

In short, the synthetics from 3‐D velocity model CVM‐S can reproduce most of the initial phases better than
the synthetics fromCVM‐H. The CVM‐Hmodel can produce the later arriving 5–10 s period waves, although
they are larger in amplitude and delayed relative to the observations. With weaker attenuation, both models
produce longer durations, although neither model fits well the phasing of the observed waveforms at periods
of 2–10 s.

The differences seen in the synthetics from the two CVMs stem from variations in the shallow geologic struc-
tures in the models (Figure 8). In CVM‐S, the entire model has been updated using waveform tomography,
which has a lower‐period passband bound of about 5 s (Lee et al., 2014). The result is that the velocity struc-
ture of CVM‐S is smoothly varying, so any sharp velocity contrasts from the original model have been

Figure 8. (top panel, 1a) Cross section showing the shear wave velocity structure from the CVM‐S4.26.M01 model across the Los Angeles Basin, stations (red)
along the profile, and the depth of the 2012 Beverly Hills shallow event (yellow star). Maps show horizontal depth profile of the CVM‐S4.26.M01 model at
depth 500 m (1b) and 1,500 m (1c). The black dashed line shows the location of the cross‐section profile. Locations of earthquakes (yellow stars) and seismometers
(red triangles) are shown as well. Red lines delineate the known regional faults (Jennings, 1994). (bottom panel, 2a–2c) Similar cross section and maps
but for the CVM‐H15.1.0 model.
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blurred out. Without sharp, shallow basin edges, this model does not produce strong converted basin surface
waves for shallow events, particularly for periods below 5 s. While CVM‐H15.1.0 has also undergone
tomographic updates, the basin structures have been reinserted, so that the shallow, detailed
heterogeneities from the original model are preserved. This structure generates strong basin surface waves
for shallow events, such as those seen at 5–10 s period in Figure 5. However, these later arrivals travel
with a slower apparent velocity than seen in the data, suggesting that the shallow velocities in CVM‐H
may be too low. Additionally, the presence of lateral heterogeneities within the shallow basin sediments
of CVM‐H breaks up the coherence of the prolonged shaking across the basin at periods below 5 s. The
following section explores the role of shallow heterogeneities in the wave propagation by tracking the
propagation directions of the wavefront using data with a dense array.

4. Beamforming Analysis on Dense Array

Array processing techniques, when applied to dense array deployments, can be used to estimate the propa-
gation direction, slowness, and arrival time of each coherent wavefront passing across the sensors. These
techniques have been used extensively to study the fine‐scale structure of the Earth's interior (e.g., Rost &
Thomas, 2002) and recently have been applied at a regional scale by Yu et al. (2017) who used these techni-
ques to identify prominent scatterers within the upper crust, such as the bathymetric relief in the Southern
California Continental Borderland. The shallow Beverly Hills event is recorded by the Santa Fe Springs
(SFS) array (Figure 1), a particularly dense deployment of single vertical‐component FairField Node sensors,
which provides a unique opportunity to investigate how the path across the Los Angeles basin enables long
duration shaking. The SFS array consisted of 1,464 sensors at the time of the earthquake, with a sensor spa-
cing averaging 100 m. Data with a low signal‐to‐noise ratio and no visible earthquake signals were removed,
retaining 97% of the SFS array data. The instrument response is removed from the data.

To detect how a seismic wavefield travels across an array, we use the phase stack (or phase coherence)
method, as described in Schimmel and Paulssen (1997) and implemented in Yu et al. (2017). In the
phase stack method, the seismic traces are first converted into analytic traces using Hilbert transform,
and the phase is retained while the amplitudes of the traces are normalized to unity sample by sample.
The phase coherence is then measured by averaging these analytic traces in the complex plane. Using phase
coherence measurements allows us to detect weak but coherent locally plane‐wave signals arriving at the
array at a range of incident azimuths and slownesses, some of which are due to seismic scattering. The

Figure 9. (a) The back azimuth and slowness of P, S, and surface wave arrivals from the Beverly Hills event at the Santa Fe Springs (SFS) array located 35.5 km
away from the epicenter. The coherence is scaled with amplitude to highlight stronger shaking. The earthquake is at a back azimuth of 291 degrees. The
vertical‐component velocity seismogram recorded by one of the stations in the center of the SFS array is also shown. The seismogram is band‐pass filtered between
2 and 10 s with a two‐pass Butterworth filter. (b) Polar plots showing the data coherence, stacked over the entire 200 s duration. The amplitude is normalized
in order to show the weak yet coherent arrivals. Warmer color indicates higher coherence. Most coherent energy is confined to the great circle path. There
is some coherent energy observed arriving from off‐great circle azimuths at times of 80 to 120 s.
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phase coherence can later be scaled with the amplitude to emphasize coherent arrivals that are strong in
amplitude, in this case, significant shaking.

At a period of 2–10 s, the SFS array shows several arrivals of coherent energy with increasing slowness cor-
responding to P waves, S waves, and surface waves (Figure 9). When scaled with amplitude, the strong sur-
face wave shaking across the SFS array lasts up to 50 s (at timestamp of 30–80 s). The prolonged shaking
travels with slowness up to 150 s/deg (=740 m/s) and arrives from the same azimuth as the direction from
the earthquake epicenter, that is, the energy is traveling along the great circle path, rejecting the idea that
the prolonged shaking is due to off‐azimuth basin reverberations. The difference in slowness of the later arri-
vals (150 s/deg) compared to the first packet of surface waves (100 s/deg) also indicates that the later surface
waves are sampling very slow structures not sampled by the initial surface wave packet.

Interestingly, there is a stream of very weak yet coherent energy recorded at the SFS array traveling at the
same slowness of 100 s/deg and arriving from an off‐great circle azimuth of 240 deg at in the later time win-
dow of 80–120 s. Assuming constant slowness, we can estimate that some energy from the earthquake is scat-
tered offshore, near the edge of the Santa Cruz Basin along the Inner Borderland, and reached the array as a
coherent late arrival. The estimated scattering location has a pronounced topographic relief and showed pro-
minent scattering in the case of teleseismic SH waves (Yu et al., 2017). This weak late arrival can be observed
at other stations, arriving about 40 s after the surface wave train and are more pronounced at longer period
(Figure 5).

We also performed similar beamforming analysis using three different models, that is, CVM‐S, CVM‐H, and
CVM‐S with weaker attenuation (Figure 10). Despite suffering from some smearing of energy resulting in
less accurate back‐azimuth measurements, this analysis confirms that the synthetics from the three models
can match the initial surface wave and its slowness but do not produce the late strong shaking with high
slowness. Synthetics from the CVM‐H model further show many coherent late arrivals from a wide range
of back azimuths, traveling at the same velocity of the initial surface wave. These arrivals probably arise from
reflections off regional heterogeneities such as slow pockets within basins and offshore structures which are
preserved in the CVM‐Hmodel (Figure 8). Late, off‐azimuth arrivals are also observed in the CVM‐S model
with weaker attenuation; however, these are likely artifacts due to reflections from the imposed boundary of
the regional basin structure (see Figures 8b and 8c).

5. Discussion

Understanding howwaves propagate in sedimentary basins is important for groundmotion prediction. Basin
environments with large velocity jump along the basin edges can create surface waves with fundamental and

Figure 10. Plots show the back azimuth and slowness of P, S, and surface wave synthetic arrivals from the Beverly Hills event at Santa Fe Springs (SFS) array
generated using Model CVM‐S4.26.M01 (Qs = 50 Vs), CVM‐H, and CVM‐S4.26.M01 (Qs = 200 Vs). The coherence is scaled with amplitude to highlight
stronger shaking. The seismogram is band‐pass filtered between 2 and 10 s with a two‐pass Butterworth filter. The dashed lines indicate the different
surface wave packets seen in the data (Figure 8).
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higher modes, which has been observed in many sedimentary basins including the Kanto basin in Japan
(Boué et al., 2016) and the Valley of Mexico in Mexico (Cruz‐Atienza et al., 2016). We propose that in the
Los Angeles basin, the prolonged shaking observed during shallow earthquakes is due to effective generation
of the basin surface waves at the basin edges. This strong late shaking develops coherently across the basin,
starting from the station closest to the basin edge. For paths outside the basin, the late shaking is not seen.
This phenomenon is particularly strong in a period band of 2–10 s, potentially posing an increased risk to tall
buildings, bridges, and large‐capacity storage tanks in the Los Angeles area. One possible reason for the
depth‐dependent behavior is that at shallower depths, the velocity contrast across the basin edge is larger,
hence allowing a higher transmission of surface wave energy into the basin (Brissaud et al., 2020).

The beamforming results further show that late shaking is not caused by off‐azimuth basin reverberations
but is dominated by a surface wave that travels at high slowness from the back azimuth of the earthquake.
Based on particle motion using radial and vertical components, the late surface wave is retrograde, which is
identified as the fundamental mode byMa et al. (2016) using ambient noise cross‐correlations in Los Angeles
basin. Given that the fundamental mode is most sensitive to near‐surface layers (Rivet et al., 2015), this mode
traveling with high slowness indicates the role of shallow basin‐edge structure and low seismic velocities
within the basin in exciting long shaking durations, consistent with previously proposed hypotheses
(e.g., Kawase & Aki, 1989).

To improve the performance of physics‐based forward simulations and to better constrain shear wave velo-
city models, it is important to resolve the attenuation model in the shallow crust. In most numerical wave-
form simulations, intrinsic attenuation is applied using a scaling law that is a function of VS (Olsen
et al., 2006; Taborda et al., 2016). Such scaling implies the strongest attenuation occurs near the surface
within the basin structure, as there the velocity values are typically the lowest. Using the conventional rela-
tion of QS = 50 VS means the top 1 km layer has an average QS of 50–100. This relation is consistent with the
QS values proposed in Hauksson and Shearer (2006) and is higher than prescribed in Olsen et al. (2003)
where QS = 20 VS for VS < 2 km/s (Figure S14). Our simulation results show that the choice of scaling
strongly affects the surface waves as they are sensitive to the slow shallow layers in the velocity model.
Implementing a weaker attenuation relation (i.e., larger QS) will reproduce some of the prolonged shaking
at 2 s (Figure 7).

However, weak attenuation alone is insufficient to predict the waveform. The beamforming results highlight
that the shallow layers are crucial in producing the late strong shaking, but they are not well described in the
current 3‐D CVMs. For instance, the CVM‐H model has sharp basin edges and thick, slow layers near the
surface (Figure 8), which creates a strong late wave train, but the amplitude is overpredicted compared to
observations. On the other hand, the current version of CVM‐S can fit the first tens of seconds of the longer
period waveforms well for a majority of events and capture the local variation of ground motion amplifica-
tion. Regional structures such as shallow basin heterogeneities in CVM‐H and sharp offshore boundaries in
CVM‐S can also mimic the observed off‐azimuth arrivals. Future improvements to simulations using 3‐D
velocity models should consider (1) a more accurate representation of shallow heterogeneities and seismic
velocities within the Los Angeles basin along with preserving basin edge information and (2) an appropriate
shallow velocity and attenuation scaling model. Improvements in station coverage, either with seismic
instruments or other novel sensors such as a distributed acoustic sensing system (e.g., Zhan, 2020), will
increase our ability to image shallow heterogeneities and velocity structure in the basin.

6. Conclusion

By using several groups of small‐magnitude, shallow, and deep earthquakes recorded across the Los Angeles
basin, we found that shallow events generate longer shaking durations at the period range of 2–10 s than
deeper events. The coherence of the wave train observed with a beamforming analysis suggests that the
basin edges are responsible for exciting the long shaking duration through surface wave generation.
Additional late but weaker surface waves arriving off‐azimuth are potentially scattered by regional struc-
tures. Current 3‐D CVMs in their present form do not accurately predict the observed long shaking dura-
tions. Possible modifications to these models, including more accurate imaging of basin edges and shallow
heterogeneities within the basins and better constraints on the shallow velocity and attenuation structure,
will likely lead to improved modeling of these basin‐generated phases.
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Data Availability Statement

All waveform data were accessed through the Southern California Earthquake Data Center (SCEDC) at
Caltech (https://doi.org/10.7909/C3WD3xH1). The community velocity models are obtained through the
UCVM software framework maintained by Southern California Earthquake Center (Small et al., 2017).
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